
 

HOW TO PREPARE 

1. Go to myfreedom.org/kidsleaders to do the following:

1. Read through 3rd-5th small group leader guide several times throughout the week to familiarize yourself 

with what to say, how long it should take, and the order of activities.

2. Read today’s Bible Story in the Bible.  

3. Preview the worship songs and get familiar with the motions for this weekend.


2. Arrive on time to tag in briefly with the team, gather your materials, and connect with early arrivers.

3. Teach kids about God’s Word with energy!


WHAT YOU NEED (provided for you)


-“Wise and Unwise Tiles” Activity Pages

-Flyswatters (3 per group)

-“Scenario Cards" Activity Pages (1 set per group) 

-“Dig Deep I Spy” Activity Page (1 per kid) 


                                 


Reference Card An outline of what you are leading today. 

1. Review 
What you do: After splitting kids into 2-3 teams, give each team a flyswatter and read 
the scenarios you’ve been given. Whichever team swats the correct answer first gets a 
point.  


2. apply 
What you do: Talk through the discussion questions. 

Point: To build relationship as well as let kids share their thoughts on the topic.


3. pray 
What you do: Listen to the prayer requests and pray over your group. Remember the 
requests or write them down to pray over during the week.


4. home 
What you do: Give each kid a lollipop bag and follow the activity described. After 
everyone is picked up, follow the Post-Gathering Checklist to clean and prepare for 
the next gathering or end of day.


 
 

 GROUPS

BOTTOM LINE 
Trust God to give you 

wisdom.

LIFE APP 
Wisdom—Finding out what 
you should do and doing it.

MEMORY VERSE 
If any of you lacks wisdom, 
you should ask God, who 

gives generously to all 
without finding fault, and it 

will be given to you.

BIBLE STORY 
Wildest Dreams


Solomon Asks for Wisdom

1 Kings 3:4-28
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WHAT YOU DO:  
1) Split kids up into two or three teams (depending on the size of your group.)

2) Talk about the importance of being able to determine the difference between wise and unwise choices. 

3) Give each team a flyswatter and lay our the “Wise and Unwise” Tiles next to each other in the middle. 

4) Explain that one person at a time will be answering for their team and they will take turns. 

5) You will read a scenario to group and the first person to slap the correct answer with their flyswatter gets a 

    point for their team.

6) Use the “Scenario Cards” as the scenarios. 


WHAT YOU SAY: “You guys did great with that! These scenarios might not have been real to you or maybe you have 
faced something similar. The decisions we make when we face certain things in life will let us and the world know 
we are wise.   

“Wisdom isn’t just knowledge or knowing what to do—it’s finding out what you should do and doing it. 
Sometimes it can be really hard to make a wise decision, but you can trust God to give you wisdom. God wants 
us to be wise. So when we ask Him, He will help us know the wise thing to do. AND He’ll help us grow in wisdom, 
too!”  

 

WHAT YOU DO:  
Ask the following questions: 

While discussing the following questions, pass out a pencil and “Dig Deep I Spy” page to each kid in your group. 
Allow them to work on the activity page while you discuss the questions below.


1) Why is wisdom important? Why do we need wisdom?


2) What are some potential consequences of a wise choice? What are some potential consequences of an 

    unwise or foolish choice?


3) When we aren’t sure what the truth is, where can we begin to search for wisdom? 
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WHAT YOU DO:  
1) Circle up with your kids.

2) Ask your kids if they have any prayer requests. 

3) Lead your kids in a prayer. Remember to pray for their prayer requests as well as over your group.

4) Take prayer requests home with you to pray over during the week.


 

 
 

 

WHAT YOU DO:  
1) Be sure that each kid gets their lollipop. 

2) Prepare the kids for Check-Out.

3) Replay the flyswatter game.

4) Only instead of using the same situations, allow the kids to pick some wise or unwise decisions (be sure they’re 

    appropriate).

5) Once Check-Out is completed, complete the Post-Gathering checklist to ensure the space is ready for the next  
    gathering or the next week.)
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